SATURDAY YOUTH
DISCOVERY CAMPS
For Ages 14 – 19: Box Lunch/Refreshments Provided
Must be receiving housing assistance through AHFC
Adventures in Web Design
April 06

Saturday

10am - 1pm (Computer Lab)

Here’s your opportunity to produce an online presence that stands out above the others! This camp provides instruction
in creating and editing digital graphics for the web. It covers the basics of good page layout, color theory and typography
to create visually attractive and compelling websites that will capture the audience’s attention. Upon completion you’ll
be able to identify basic terms, concepts, functions and operations of a website, use file management on your site, and
create a website and upload information.

PC Repair
April 20

Saturday

10am - 1pm (Chugach Room)

Look inside and learn what makes it tick! This camp provides an introduction to current PC hardware by providing a
hands-on look inside the computer. Additionally, the course reviews the legacy computer system hardware and looks
at emerging technologies. You will be able to identify and describe functionality of field replaceable units (FRU), identify
common ports, associated cabling, and connections, identify hardware and methods of upgrading system performance,
assemble memory modules, system boards, processors, power supplies, adapter boards, storage devices, and
multimedia devices.

Resumes & Power Skills for Successful Careers
April 27

Saturday

10am - 2pm (Computer Lab)

An effective resume equals a successful career! This camp provides a hands-on review of best practices for writing
professional resumes for job seekers and how to stand out from the rest. You get to prepare a targeted resume for your
job choice and will leave with a completed, proofed, and printed resume. This camp also focuses on how to answer
those hard questions and the workplace skills. Learn to develop the Power Skills to help you maximize your potential
and get a leg up on applying for jobs, apprenticeships, and internships!

Offered at the Anchorage Family Investment Center 440 E. Benson Rd.
For more information and to sign up for classes contact Jane Yoshitomi at
jyoshitomi@ahfc.us / 907-330-6180.
This program is administered by Observer Training Services LLC
in partnership with the Alaska Housing Finance Corporation.

